Evaluation of Elastic Lift for Facial Rejuvenation
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INTRODUCTION

Facial aging is the progression of three processes: skin and soft tissue laxity, superficial skin changes, and volume loss [1-5]. Understanding these processes is essential when intending to achieve natural results for the aging face.

Since Mitz and Peyronie [6] defined the superficial musculoaponeurotic system (SMAS), facial rejuvenation techniques have evolved from subcutaneous rhytidectomy to soft tissue repositioning and SMAS lift [7]. However, these invasive facelifts are elaborate and complicated procedures that require a long recovery time [8,9]. The use of barbed sutures to lift various ptotic areas of the face can be a good alternative for more invasive procedures [8,10-13]. The thread lift shows satisfactory results with minimal scarring, rapid recovery, and minimal complications [11-13]. Nevertheless, complications of thread lift have been reported, including facial asymmetry, recurrence, and the relative lack of efficacy [14].

In this study, we analyzed a new type of thread lift: elastic lift that uses elastic thread (Elasticum®, Korpo SRL, Genova, Italy). The purpose of this study was to evaluate outcomes and safety associated with elastic lift in relation to midface and upper mandibular region lifting.

METHODS

Of the patients who underwent elastic lift between September 2015 and October 2015, 38 patients who could be observed and followed for longer than 3 months were enrolled in this study. Patients who had active systemic or local infections, local skin diseases that might alter wound healing, a history of psychiatric illness, or soft tissue augmentation materials were excluded from the study.
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Background

Thread lift is a minimally invasive procedure for facial rejuvenation, but complications of thread lift have been reported. The purpose of this study was to evaluate outcomes and safety associated with elastic lift in relation to midface and upper mandibular region lifting.

Methods

Thirty-eight patients with sagging and laxity of the facial skin treated with elastic lift from September 2015 to October 2015 were enrolled in this study. Treatment was performed following the manufacturer’s recommended protocol that called for 300 treatment lines. To evaluate elastic lift safety, a retrospective chart review was conducted. We used an automatic skin diagnosis system to evaluate the efficacy of elastic lift.

Results

Thirty-seven patients were female, and one patient was male. The mean age of the patients was 40.4 years, and their mean follow-up period was 3 months. There were no major complications manifesting in removal of the elastic thread during the follow-up period. The median skin laxity grade score was 5 (3–6) before surgery; the median skin laxity grade score was 3 (2–4) 3 months post-surgery, resulting in a statistically significant difference in skin grade score (P<0.01).

Conclusions

Facial rejuvenation using elastic lift is an effective and safe procedure in select patients with midface ptosis and moderate jowls.
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Elastic thread
The elastic thread consists of nonabsorbable suture material (Elasticum®) and a two-tipped long needle (Jano needle®). The nonabsorbable elastic suture material, made of silicone and sheathed with polyester, is designed for the suspension and traction of tissues. The two-tipped long needle enables the elastic thread to be implanted without blunt dissection of the tissues. The elastic suture material is attached to the center portion of the needle, and there are scale marks on both sides of the needle.

Surgical procedure

Preoperative design
The preoperative design was performed under an upright sitting position. We evaluated the mobility of the midface. We drew two points (A and B) at the lower temporal region within the hairline located 2 cm above the root of the zygomatic arch. The distance between A and B was about 2 cm. The line that connects the lateral margin of the alar base and the root of the ear lobe was drawn. We drew two points (C and D) at the lower mandibular region located 1.5 cm below that line (Fig. 1).

Surgical technique
All surgeries were performed under conscious sedation. The scalp at both incision sites were infiltrated with 2% lidocaine and 1:100,000 epinephrine. We began by performing two stab incisions at the lower temporal region. Sharp Metzenbaum scissors were used to dissect down to the temporal fascia. An Adson-Brown forceps was used at the skin edge as the Jano needle® was inserted at point A. The needle was then passed through the subcutaneous tissue layers with great care not to injure the dermis. The needle was extracted up to the last depth-mark at point C, and the elastic thread was pulled through. The needle was rotated towards point B with the posterior tip now becoming anterior. The needle was passed through the subcutaneous layers. The needle was extracted at point B until about 5 mm of the tip remained in the tissue and the elastic thread was pulled through. The needle was rotated towards point A with the posterior tip now becoming anterior. The needle was passed through the deep temporal fascia. The needle was extracted at point A and the elastic thread was pulled through. The elastic thread was then placed securely under tension and knotted (See Video, Supplemental Digital Content 1). The same procedure was performed (B→D→A→B). When the dermis was captured at point C or D, the 18-gauze needle was used for release. The two stab incisions at the lower temporal region were sutured with No. 5-0 nylon. The head was wrapped with a 3-inch elastic bandage and the patient was taken to the recovery room.

Evaluation of outcomes
We evaluated the patients using an automatic skin diagnosis system (A-One Lite®; BOMTECH Electronics Co., Seoul, Korea) before surgery and 3 months after surgery. The automatic skin diagnosis system evaluates skin laxity using a skin scanner. The sagging and laxity of patients were graded from 1 to 6 using the automatic skin diagnosis system. A high skin grade score means severe sagging and laxity of patient skin.

Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). The Wilcoxon signed rank test was used to compare the grade scores of patients before surgery and 3 months after surgery. A P-value less than 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Of the 38 patients treated using elastic lift, 37 patients were female and 1 patient was male. The mean age of the patients was 40.4 years (range, 28–53 years), and their mean follow-up period was 3 months (range, 3–4 months) (Table 1). Five patients immediately presented with mild post-surgical asymmetry, which was corrected by slight compression therapy. In 11 patients, an unnatural puckering ap-
Table 1. Patients characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex [female: male]</td>
<td>37:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age [range]</td>
<td>40.4 [28-53]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There were no major complications manifesting the removal of elastic thread during the follow-up period (Fig. 2–5). The most frequent minor complication was the presence of ecchymosis in 24 patients (63%). This ecchymosis was protracted for a maximum of

Fig. 2. A 52-year-old female patient with moderate skin sagging and wrinkling. (A) Preoperative frontal photographic finding. The patient was examined by an automatic skin diagnosis system, and the skin grade score was assessed [Left]. Three months after surgery, the skin grade score was assessed [Right]. (B) Preoperative oblique photographic finding [Left]. Postoperative oblique photographic finding [Right].
3 weeks and did not demand any treatment. In eight patients (21%), slight bleeding occurred immediately after the insertion of the thread in the subcutaneous layer. It was treated by mechanical compression. All patients were able to return to their daily activities 3 days after surgery.

The median skin laxity grade score was 5 (3–6) before surgery; the median skin laxity grade score was 3 (2–4) 3 months after surgery (Fig. 6), resulting in a statistically significant difference in skin grade score ($P < 0.01$).

Fig. 3. A 28-year-old female patient with mid skin sagging. [A] Preoperative frontal photographic finding. The patient was examined by an automatic skin diagnosis system, and the skin grade score was assessed [Left]. Three months after surgery, the skin grade score was assessed [Right]. [B] Preoperative oblique photographic finding [Left]. Postoperative oblique photographic finding [Right].
DISCUSSION

Recently, there has been a growing trend for patients to pursue minimally invasive facial rejuvenation with a low risk of complications and rapid recovery time [15]. Numerous minimally invasive procedures have been used to improve the results of the aging face [16]. Since Sulamanidze introduced a minimally invasive procedure for lifting and rejuvenating facial tissues using bidirectional barbed sutures, various minimally invasive facial rejuvenation procedures, such as Woffles thread lifting, Waptos suture lifting, Isse
unidirectional barbed threads lifting, and silhouette lifting, have been developed [11,13,17,18]. These minimally invasive facial rejuvenation procedures share a common concept that ptotic facial soft tissues are suspended with barbed suture material [10].

Complications such as thread extrusion, skin dimpling, hemorrhage, ecchymosis, erythema, and persistent pain after performing thread lifts have been reported [19-21]. Abraham et al. [10] argued that there were two reasons that the thread lift is ineffective for facial rejuvenation: It does not provoke any volumetric change and it repositions the soft tissues in a superficial plane. Stuzin et al. [22]...
Elastic lift has three advantages over existing thread lift. First, nonabsorbable suture material of elastic thread is sheathed with polyester. The polyester surface is not barbed but braided. Huggins et al. [23] reported that the connective tissue that continues into the interstices of the braided suture has characteristics of a ligament. Therefore, elastic thread is a suitable fixation material for maintaining long-term elevation of ptotic facial soft tissues. Second, when removal of the elastic thread is required within 2 weeks post-surgery, elastic thread can easily be removed because the nonabsorbable suture material is not barbed. Third, elastic lift induces better facial volumetric changes. The mechanism of existing thread lift is traction and suspension of soft tissue using barbed suture material, whereas that of elastic lift is the repositioning of soft tissue using the elasticity of silicone.

However, all aging faces cannot be treated by elastic lift. Elastic lift should not be used for redundant skin excision. Therefore, patients with severe skin sagging cannot be treated by elastic lift. When patients with a square face were treated by elastic lift, the post-surgical width of the face was wider than before surgery, because the soft tissue of the lower face is translocated by elastic lift in an upper and lateral direction. Based on our clinical experience, when we perform elastic lift, patient selection is very important. When elastic lift is performed, patients with a long and narrow face show better results than patients with a wide and square face, who often have complications, such as increased facial width, which may occur after surgery. Patients with cheek dropping caused by zygoma resection or fracture are also good candidates for elastic lift.

Our study has limitations. First, we did not include patients with severe skin sagging. Elastic lift does not include redundant skin excision. Therefore, we recommend a more invasive procedure for these patients. Second, the post-surgical results were evaluated with an automatic skin diagnosis system, but the reliability of this system has not been established. Therefore, errors between the automatic skin diagnosis system and realistic skin wrinkling may occur. Third, our study has a short follow-up period. We agree that longer-term follow-up studies are needed to prove a definite effect of elastic lift. Despite these limitations, the significance of our study is that it is first study in which the results of elastic lift were evaluated by objective analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

Although further studies with long-term follow-up periods are needed to determine whether elastic lift provides long-lasting satisfying results, facial rejuvenation using elastic lift is an effective and safe procedure in select patients.

PATIENT CONSENT

Patients provided written consent for the use of their images.
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